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Welcome  

Time to plan the new season. 

Our cars are generally not required to have MOT tests, however we 

have a duty of care to ensure that the cars are in a safe condition for 

the obvious reason but also to ensure that, as is made clear in the 

insurance, the car is in a safe and compliant condition. 

This was underlined for me when a classic car friend had an accident 

with his classic. The insurance assessor was not interested in the 

damage but spent his time checking the car for faults particularly tyres 

and visually checked the brakes for leaks and the body work for any 

visual faults. 

It is a good idea to have the car given a spanner check and  that wearing 

components are in compliant condition. 

There is a very full programme of events this year, even in the frozen 

north there is something to do most weekends. 

I hope that  members find opportunities to enjoy their cars. 

The newsletter depends on contribution from members, it would be 

ideal if you could submit a brief review of the various events that you 

attend and photographs are most welcome.  

The new letter is short of an editor this year as one of our group is taken 

an extended family holiday(good for them). 

If you would like to make a contribution to the newsletter we would be 

delighted please contact us  

Andy  

 
Andy Gibbs, Paul Smith and Richard Sanderson  

Febrary 2023 
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Word from Wiltshire 

It is nearly three years since the Bristol world sadly lost one of its legends in the form of Mr Brian 

May.  On 12 and 13 April, Brightwells will be conducting an online auction of his gigantic collection 

of cars (12th) and spares (13th).  Full details can be found here for the cars, with a separate page 

due to be loaded shortly for the spares.  Having spoken to the auctioneers I gather that they have 

been almost overwhelmed by the sheer quantity of items that they have been asked to sell and, 

as of the time of writing, they are expecting to list more than a thousand separate lots.  Whilst 

many off the car lots are in need of restoration, Brightwells will also be selling Brian’s much-

coveted Beutler-bodied 401 and Touring-bodied 400.   

Last month I issued an appeal for volunteers for a number of vacant club roles.  This resulted in 

a couple of brave souls raising their hands, for which very many thanks indeed.  We do however 

still have some key vacancies that we need to fill; specifically, regional events coordinators for 

South East, Midlands, North East, Scotland and Wales, plus someone to liaise with the Federation 

of British Historic Vehicle Clubs (FBHVC).  If you think that you might be able to spare the modest 

amount of time required to undertake one of these roles, please give me a call and we can discuss 

what’s involved. 

Thank you, too, to those who have indicated that they wish to attend our joint meeting with the 

BOC Wessex section in Bibury, Glos, on Saturday 22nd April.  We still have space for a few more 

attendees so it’s not too late to register your interest.  Take-up for the event the following day (a 

joint meeting with the Jensen Owners Club at Hever Castle on Sunday 23rd April) has however 

been a little less strong to date.  It would be absolutely great to have a decent representation of 

Bristols at such a lovely venue, so please do let me know if you think you might be able to come 

along.  In the meantime, good luck to all, as you start “unwrapping" your cars after the winter. 

 

James Calladine 

Treasurer & Interim Chair 

 

 

https://www.brightwells.com/timed-sale/5404
https://www.brightwells.com/timed-sale/5404/lot/615987
https://www.brightwells.com/timed-sale/5404/lot/615988
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Membership Matters 

Welcome to New Members 
558 Nick Hart nhart@sallyportcf.com  0018059105346 USA 

559 John Whittle john@johnwhittle.gg  07768600444 Guernsey 

560 Max Rose mxmlnrose@gmail.com  07771834078 Norfolk 

561 Fiona May Feomay@yahoo.co.uk 07812105682 Surrey 

      

Note: If you have difficulties logging on to the BODA website don't hesitate to contact our 

membership secretary Jane Smith at memsec@bristoloda.org  

Jane Smith, Membership Secretary 

 

Brian May - A Lifetime of Bristols  

Brian May’s Bristol and parts auction 12-13 April- Brightwells- 

Leominster, Shropshire 

Registration & Bidding opens: Saturday, 8th April 2023 from 9:00:00am 

Bidding Closes: Wednesday, 12th April 2023 from 7:00:48pm 

‘Brian May – A Lifetime of Bristols’ – April 12th and 13th 2023 

 

Brian May, a figure universally known and respected among 2-litre Bristol enthusiasts the world 

over has probably been responsible for saving from extinction and keeping more Bristol cars on 

the road than anyone else outside of the factory. Direct from the estate, over 25 cars ranging 

from projects to exotic Italian and Swiss coach-built 400s will go under the hammer, plus a 

lifetime’s accumulation of spares, including engines, gearboxes and tons of parts both small and 

large. An event never to be repeated and not to be missed for the Bristol, AC and post-war Frazer-

Nash enthusiast. 

mailto:nhart@sallyportcf.com
mailto:john@johnwhittle.gg
mailto:mxmlnrose@gmail.com
mailto:Feomay@yahoo.co.uk
mailto:memsec@bristoloda.org
https://www.brightwells.com/timed-sale/5404
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The Langenthal bodied Bristols 
There is very little published material about this coachbuilding company based in the little town 

of Langenthal, in the Canton of Bern, Switzerland. 

 

Such little as I have been able to find out therefore has come from unpublished sources. 

The beginnings lie with a Fritz Grogg, born in 1861, who received training in wagon and coach 

building from his father. Fritz worked for a time in Geneva and then Paris, at that time the 

European centre of car construction. 

Returning to Langenthal in 1888 he set up his coachbuilding business and built large workshops 

in 1896 making not only agricultural & trade horse drawn vehicles but passenger carriages too. 

The business prospered and Fritz’s son, also called Fritz joined him after the first world war. They 

built their first car body in 1921 on a German Ley chassis. In 1924 Fritz senior retired and died 

not long afterwards. Fritz Junior was joined in the expanding business by his brother Ernst and 

his brother-in- law Robert Summer-Grogg, both experienced in building car bodies. 

The 1930’s saw ever expanding premises and they built bodies on a wide range of prestige chassis 

including Hispano-Suiza, Mercedes-Benz, Buick, Dodge, Studebaker, Chevrolet as well as opening 

a branch operation in Zurich. The Grogg’s family business operated under the name Carrosserie 

Langenthal AG. 
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The Langenthal bodied Bristols (contd.) 
The second world war brought everything to an abrupt halt and most of the 140 odd employees 

were let go. Bits of work did eventually return such as converting commercial vehicles to electric 

operation, installing wood gasifier systems and repairing railway wagons. 

As in other parts of Europe the principal difficulties as the war ended and civilian life restarted 

were in securing the raw materials rather than orders for work which were initially plentiful. A 

wide variety of chassis were bodied, generally as convertibles. Citroen, Lancia, Daimler, Alvis, 

Healey, Delage, Delahaye, Jaguar as well as two Bristol chassis were bodied. It is apparent from 

the small numbers of each built that the company bodied whatever it could get its hands on 

rather than being selective and producing larger runs. 

 

Jaguar bodied by Langenthal 1948  

Most of the post-war cars have a ‘family’ look to the styling. It is not known at this stage who 

actually produced the designs before they were built.  

As the car coachbuilding business dried up from 1952 or so onwards the company turned to 

building buses, coaches and commercial vehicles. The business also carried out accident repairs 

to car, an activity which continues to this day.    

Immediately after the second world war the Swiss government had restricted the importation of 

completed cars. This state of affairs didn’t last too long as completed cars were being sent by 

Bristols to Switzerland in 1947. In pocket numbers though. 
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The Langenthal bodied Bristols (contd.) 

 

Geneva Motor Show1948 including Langanthal bodied Bristol 400 on RH edge 

C. A. Drenowatz’s father had been the main agent for BMW in Switzerland before the war and he 

himself had handled the importation of BMW motor cycles, and Raleigh bikes. When his father 

died in 1939 Drenowatz took over the BMW car business which continued until BMW ceased car 

production in 1941. They were selling between 180 and 200 BMW (mainly 326) cars a year before 

the war. After the war he traded through a company called Radex AG based at Eugen-Huber 

Strasse 17-19, Zurich. His connections with BMW explain his interest in the Bristol 400 and the 

potential for Bristol spares for BMWs being manufactured in England. All his dealings in those 

early days would have been through AFN. 1970’s.   

Drenowatz took six complete 400 cars in 1947, two were RHD and four were LHD.  

Of more significance to the coachbuilding trade five 400 chassis only were sent to Drenowatz as 

follows: 
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The Langenthal bodied Bristols (contd.) 
110 RHD sent out on 23rd May 1947 

113 RHD sent out on 11th July 1947, this chassis is noted as returned to the factory and 

dismantled 

120 LHD sent out on 18th July 1947 

121 LHD sent out on 18th September 1947 

140 RHD sent out on 29th October 1947 

Drenowatz himself expected annual sales of around 150 cars a year and his initial plan was to use 

several coachbuilders to body bare chassis, including Graber, Langenthal, Ghia and Beutler. His 

own split of anticipated sales was for 120 chassis and 30 complete cars. For Bristols therefore 

getting chassis to Drenowatz was very high priority. It is understood from factory accounts that 

the bare chassis were driven to Newhaven, shipped across the channel to Dieppe from where 

they were taken by train to Basle before being driven again to Zurich. 

These early levels of activity didn’t last sadly, one suspects the prices were just too high. Not only 

that but the standard bodied cars from the factories were just as good as the coachbuilt variants. 

Nevertheless, Drenowatz continued to take completed cars and chassis from time to time right 

into the 1950’s. 

The Bristol stand at the Geneva Motor Show in March 1948 featured six Bristol related cars 

including what looks like a LHD Langenthal bodied car. By a process of elimination this must be 

either chassis 120 or 121. The other chassis would be a LHD Touring bodied car. Such photographs 

which have come to light so far are not very clear. The other cars included, two Touring saloons 

(one LHD and one RHD), one Farina convertible, a Touring bodied Frazer Nash convertible and a 

standard bodied LHD 400 chassis 145.  

Langenthal went on to body another early Bristol chassis with a very similar design. This time 

there is little doubt that it is a RHD 401, chassis 894 which was sent from the factory on 27th 

November 1950. In appearance this car, again a convertible, is very similar to the earlier 400.  
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The Langenthal bodied Bristols (contd.) 
Perhaps this was the only actual order received by Drenowatz for a Langenthal bodied Bristol 

from the 1948 Geneva show? 

 

The later Langenthal bodied Bristol 401 convertible RHD chassis 894 

The history and current whereabouts of the two Langenthal bodied Bristol chassis is unknown. 

Any information or clues would be most gratefully received. 

Michael Barton 

14th February 2023 

Thanks and acknowledgements: 

Geoff Dowdle, font of all knowledge on early Bristol matters 

Factory reports and internal correspondence 

Hediger Ferdinand for information about the Grogg family coachbuilding activities in Langenthal 

and Dr W M Barton for translating. 
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Pegasus Tools 

"C" spanner for removal and tightening of exhaust system bronze ring nuts.  

This spanner was developed about 8 years ago by John Lawley. 

The original supplied as a service part by Bristol Cars has not been 

available for many years. A substitute conventional design 

spanner was made but was expensive and difficult to use. This 

Pegasus spanner is compact, easy to keep in the car, reversible, 

holds nicely in place using a long 1/2" square drive extension, 

fitted in the 1/2" square hole cut in. The flat sides of the spanner 

allow the use of an engineer’s hammer to give extra persuasion 

in undoing or tightening the bronze rings. It is laser cut from 14 

mm thick steel. The pin to fit the holes in the bronze ring is adjustable, made of silver steel for 

toughness. 

We have sold over 70 spanners and the price is £20. 

 

Obstruction thin wall ring spanner to work on cylinder head holding down nuts.   

This spanner is a modern copy of the "King Dick" original 

supplied in the car tool kit. There must have been several 

thousand of this spanner forged from the 1940's to the end of 

the 50's.King Dick has changed ownership, the dies will be worn 

out anyway. These spanners have been sold on eBay into the 

hundreds of pounds each. 

There have been copies made. Some good, others not. These 

spanners are made from a modern Swedish special steel. My 

family have connections with a large foundry in Austria. I have 

visited many times and know the Director very well. Matthias told me forging was not the modern 

way for our quantities. They are water cut and dimensionally perfect. If required, to look like a 

King Dick in the toolbox, they can be smoothed on a linisher. 

We have sold over 50 spanners with no complaints and the current price is £65, an increase of 

£20 due to Brexit and general increases. 

Bill Lawson, Pegasus Parts 
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Setting the Points on a Bristol 410. 

If like me, you are a bit of a dinosaur and still use traditional points in your Bristol 410 distributor, 

here is a useful method of setting them. It obviates the need to turn the engine over. 

1. Remove distributor cap and rotor arm. 

2. Fit a short length of 25mm internal diameter thin wall tubing over the rotor. I use a 25mm 

internal diameter end feed plumbing fitting. This has a wall thickness of 1.5mm or .059". 

3. Adjust points to your normal setting plus the thickness of the tube wall. In my case, I set 

the points to 0.059" + 0.018" i.e. 0.078". As can be seen from the photo, the circular tubing makes 

the position of the rotor irrelevant  

4. Remove tubing, refit rotor arm and distributor cap and as the French would say, Et Voila. 

Andrew Ward 
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Eastern Area Events Update for February. 

With the fantastic weather we have been having I have felt motivated to get jobs done on the 

403, which now has rear lap belts, working overdrive, a driver’s door that always opens from the 

inside and the state of tune is now much improved. My door mirrors are always trying to fall off 

so I am going to experiment with a replacement with a different fixing (not one in the window 

channel) to see how that works, and I also need to secure some of the control knobs so they 

operate the switches and I am still trying to find out how the adjust the clock as well. 

No real updates on the general events list, but please note the following Bristol specific events. I 

am hoping to be able to add two or three more Bristol meetings to this list soon. Please support 

them if you can, or if there is nothing in your neck of the woods perhaps consider setting 

something up at your local pub. I have been asked whether I will be attending events, and the 

answer to this is that I would love to, but my diary is pretty full and living on the North East side 

of Norwich means that much of our area is quite a long drive! 

First up, and Many thanks to Bob and Maureen Findlay - the BEST Party (or the Bristol East 

Spring Tea) 

 Sunday 7th May 2:00pm to 5:00ish,  

Hou Hatch, Brentwood Essex, CM14 5QU 

Bristol-propelled couples are invited to Bob & Maureen Findlay’s country home five minutes from 

M25/A12 junction #28, to gossip about cars and royals the day after the coronation. A leisurely 

stroll round the gardens or lake followed by tea, cakes and chatter, perhaps with a tipple or two. 

To help us plan, please confirm cars and occupants in advance to houhatch@gmail.com or phone 

01277 375700. 

Do not forget to let me know if you can attend the following - 5 cars booked so far … 

Bristols Coffee & chat 10.30 April 15th 

The Angel, Larling (near Snetterton racing circuit, just off the A11) 

Please let me know if you can make it cmdady@btinternet.com 07780 550047 

If you wish to stay for lunch and join the Bristol table at 12.30 please let the Angel know  

Direct on 01953 717963 

Chris Dady, cmdady@btinternet.com , 07780 550047 

mailto:cmdady@btinternet.com
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South East Region Event 

Ian Dixon Potter informs us that the next Bristol gathering at the Bletchingley Arms will take place 

on 11th March from 9am to 11.30am. 

Also, David Wright organises a yearly meet at Hever Castle to coincide with the FBHVC 'Drive it 

Day' (on April 23rd).  This is usually for the Jensen and MG owners’ clubs however this year he's 

decided to include Bristols for the first time. See also previous mail for more details. 

For those interested, here's his email address: davidandchrisw@btinternet.com  

 

FBHVC News 

You can download the latest FBHVC News by clicking on the image. 

 

 

 

 

mailto:davidandchrisw@btinternet.com
https://www.fbhvc.co.uk/storage/downloads/newsletter/69/FBHVC_News_01_23.pdf
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South West Events 

Yatton classic car & bus rally 

Would any members be interested on attending this on Aug 27? It is in aid of the Strawberry 

Line cafe.  I can send you the entry form and you could forward it on. 

We are requesting experience trips of approx. 3 miles for which the incentive of a breakfast roll 

and cream tea is the offer! 

Happy to chat this through with you. 

Warwick Hulme  

07850 715827, warwick.hulme@btinternet.com  

 

Advertise local events on the BODA Forum 

There is now a Upcoming Events section on the Forum with sub-forums for the various regions 

where you can advertise local events in your area. It will keep the list of notifications up to date, 

and will avoid the need to clog up email inboxes.  It would be helpful for notifications to include 

the location, how to enter (if an entry is required) and whether you may be going yourself. Use 

of the forum is simple. You just have to log-on to the BODA website to use it. 

Don’t forget that you can get email updates on all new topics and posts. Just go to the website, 

logon, click on the forum and then on “Subscriptions” in the header. Choose what you would like 

to receive. 

 

Mike Say 

It’s with great sadness that l have to announce that one of our most supportive members 
passed away on Tuesday the 15th of February. Mike Say was just 81 years old and leaves a wife 
and 3 daughters and will be extremely missed by all who knew him. He was a very generous 
man with both his time and never ending enthusiasm for BODA.   
I am sure all members will want to join me in expressing our sincere condolences to his family 
at this sad time. 
 
John Lawley 
 

mailto:warwick.hulme@btinternet.com
https://bristoloda.org/community/forum/upcoming-events/
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Where is it now? 
Our January newsletter carried a photograph of a fully restored Bristol 400 at a heat of the now 

defunct Benson & Hedges Concours at Shanes Castle, Northern Ireland in 1991. It came 5th by 

the way. 

The question posed in our newsletter was ‘Is the car still around?’ 

 

That prompted a flurry of responses culminating in the news that the car is alive and well and 

living in Germany. The ownership history and travels of the car are fascinating. They are 

presented here in a GDPR compliant way. 
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Where is it now? (contd.) 

The first owner of chassis 541, despatched from the factory on 22nd September 1948, was the 

heir apparent of a Scottish peerage. The car was delivered at Cedar Service Station in Fareham, 

Hampshire and at that time was metallic blue. It seems that the car stayed with the family and 

in 1950 the original owner inherited his father’s title. The car was kept in Edinburgh and 

according to service records was also maintained there. 

By 1955 the car had moved south and was in the ownership of a Dentist based in Bristol. 

By 1968 the car had probably passed through the ownership of Brian May’s business and by 

1988 it had been restored by the then owner. By this time the car is metallic red with a beige 

interior. The restorer then sells the car through an auction held by Coys in London to Derek 

James, a classic car dealer in Surrey. 

There is a certain confusion about the chassis number and the relevant UK registration number. 

On the face of it this arose during the restoration completed in 1988. The car is probably chassis 

537 in which case the UK registration was originally MNW410 which left the factory painted 

metallic green. Both 537 and 541 were in the same ownership and ultimately 537 is recorded on 

some records as destroyed. 

By 1991 the car is then in private ownership, and it is during this period that the car is entered 

into the Benson & Hedges Concours. 

The owner sells it on again in May 1993 through an auction held by Coys and it then travels to a 

private owner in Denver, Colorado. It doesn’t seem he registered the car there but it isn’t that 

unusual to see UK registered cars in the US.  

 

The car is then for sale at the Ferrari dealership in Denver and it is from there it enters the long 

term and stable ownership of Friedrich Zeilinger. He bought the car in March 1998 from the 

Ferrari dealership and imported it into Germany at that time. Friedrich has given us most of the 

details above and we are pleased to say the car is used regularly. It remains metallic red with a 

beige interior.  
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Where is it now? (contd.) 

 

 

 

When Friedrich imported the car into Germany the question of the cars identity arose and he 

was helped very much by another Scotsman who was at that time the BOC Registrar. Apparently 

the earlier owner of both 537 and 541 had problems with HMRC and so fled the country. The 

bottom line is that the car, to pass the German MOT, had to be registered with the numbers on 

the car, chassis wise 537. 
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Where is it now? (contd.) 

 

 

The morals of the story?  

All of our cars have had interesting histories and many seem to have been world travellers.  

It is important for our cars that we have the services of straightforward and honest registrars 

who work hard to help members.  

The cars are for enjoyment and in the end who cares about the chassis number, says Friedrich 

and I agree with him. 

Finally, watch what you buy at auction. 

 

Michael W Barton, 17th February 2023 
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HC Classics Restoring the past for 

future generations 

Wiltshire based classic car restoration 

specialists, HC Classics, was founded in 2016 

and driven by the motto and mission 

statement; ‘Restoring the past for future 

generations’. 

Proprietor, Richard Carp, is not only a keen 

classics enthusiast and owner but also has a 

wealth of experience working in the industry 

itself.  

It was while curating his own classic car 

collection he discovered a gap in the market.  

“I was coming across one-man-bands who 

couldn’t cope with my projects or the more 

corporate companies that felt rather soulless,” 

says Richard. 

With the relevant knowledge at his fingertips 

and the core values of passion and personal 

service at the heart of it all, HC Classics was 

born. Although it started out as a humble 

operation specialising in trimming services it 

wasn’t long before the need and demand for 

full restorations and mechanical work was 

realised.  

Led by General Manager, Ilja Szklinski, a 

carefully curated team of highly skilled 

craftsmen has been assembled. From 

specialist trimmers and qualified mechanics to 

electricians and body restorers, they can take 

on many types of restoration projects within a 

fully comprehensive workshop using the latest technologies.  
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HC Classics Restoring the past for future generations (contd.) 

Their portfolio of work boasts not only a broad range of classic and vintage vehicles, but has 

also secured its place within the exciting market of electric conversions. 
“Converting to electric is inevitably the way forward when it comes to preserving your classic car for the 

future, “ says Richard. 

 

As with all their restorations, conversions are tailor-made to fulfil the clients’ needs. The experienced 

team take great care to retain the authenticity and integrity of your classic car while it gets boosted into 

the 21st century. 

Yet another arm of HC Classics is the creation of their bespoke Land Rover Adventurer; Land Rover 

Discovery Series 1 that has been reimagined and transformed into the ultimate luxury off-roader. 

To get all the latest from HC Classics, visit their website www.hcclassics.co.uk or join them on social 

media. 
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Newsletter Club contacts 

BODA Events 
Andy Gibbs    andrew.gibbs2@btinternet.com  07739 461086 

BODA Newsletter Editors  
Paul Smith    smithpng@yahoo.co.uk   07850 789392 

Andy Gibbs    andrew.gibbs2@btinternet.com  07739 461086 

Richard Sanderson   home@rmsanderson.de  0049 4167 92012 

Pegasus Spares  
Bill Lawson    wamlawson@ntlworld.com  01642 317236 

Andy Gibbs    andrew.gibbs2@btinternet.com   07739 461086 

BODA Committee Chair 
James Calladine (Acting)  treasurer@bristoloda.org  07549 919926 

BODA Membership Secretary 
Jane Smith    smithjuk@yahoo.co.uk   07962 209353 

Bristol Owners Heritage Trust 
Dr Stefan Cembrowicz   stefancembrowicz@gmail.com  07768 295084 

BODA Website Manager 
Richard Sanderson   webmaster@bristoloda.org  +49416792012 

BODAcious Editor 
Richard Howell    bodacious@bristoloda.org    

BODA Technical support 
Geoff Kingston     geoffkingston15@btinternet.com 01348 874642 

Regional Coordinators 
South East  Open    

South West   John Lawley  lawleyjr@yahoo.co.uk  

Ireland  Keith Pearson  keithpearson1913@gmail.com  

East England Chris Dady  cmdady@btinternet.com  

North West Kevin Roberts  twostrokecharlie@hotmail.com  

South Central James Calladine treasurer@bristoloda.org 
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